He is one of Canada's forgotten poets. This is a pity as his wit and love of life together with an earthy wholeness abound in his work. His 46 poems in The Wayward Queen l deserve to be better known, and there are many phrases which are quotable and memorable. In broad sweeps of a few words, the nuances become clear. There are passages of keen lyricism and cynicism, as well as of simple doggerel in which he mocks his friends. His love of literature both English and French is clear, as is his knowledge of Art and the Group of Seven.
A 'buck-private', as he used to term himself, in World War I, he was wounded in battle,
'I yet can count each weary mile to Vimy from Villers-aux-Bois, and see the poppies dance and smile in fields beyond Mont-Saint-Eloy' His reply to Napoleon's reported comment regarding a night in Paris to relieve the anguish of the battlefield is the exquisite Paradox, 'The fabled beast of fancy born the legendary unicorn, was taken in a tidy trapa virgin maiden's open lap.
So fighting men are taken too in downy laps, unused and new, and raw recruits, or so they tell, in traps as worn and wide as hell.'
And after the war, the situation of the returned soldiers is poignantly described in November 11, ', . . My comrades, 0 my Brothers, still your poor bones are rotting over there! Now, down the street, down yonder sordid alley, the luckless many are whom Death refused; for all their courting in his shadowed valleythey still are here, forgotten or abused.'
As drinking is a bedfellow to war, George found solace in a kindly spirit from Shakespeare, Falstaff, whose drinking habits merited attention, in Invocation and Falstaff in Flanders.
His love of fun and mocking friends and associates comes out closely in, 'Then slanting eastward evening sunlight came and gilded blowing tufts of grass and trees and barns and stacks and cattle. The long shadows moved down the slopes and marched across the fields, and drowsing in my pew 1 half-discerned a centaur on the height reach out his arms and seize the sun and firmly grasping it plunge out of sight.
Amazed, I gaped and stared. An organ woke, The church was filled with sound.'
And more lines about a unicorn, 'but 1 have never raised a unicorn, never yet has one broken cover and streaked like a beam of light to the distant hills.'
And then there is the oceanlike quality of the dreaming of a 'maremaide' in The Explorer's Tale, 
